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Abstract
We propose a new approach to PoS tagging where in a first step, we assign a coarse-grained tag
corresponding to the main syntactic category. Based on this high-precision decision, in the second step we utilize specially trained fine-grained models with heavily reduced decision complexity. By analyzing the system under oracle conditions, we show that there is a quite large potential
for significantly outperforming a competitive baseline. When we take error-propagation from
the coarse-grained tagging into account, our approach is on par with the state of the art. Our
approach also allows tailoring the tagger towards recognizing single word classes which are of
interest e.g. for researchers searching for specific phenomena in large corpora. In a case study,
we significantly outperform a standard model that also makes use of the same optimizations.

1

Introduction

When a part-of-speech (PoS) tagger assigns word class labels to tokens, it has to select from a set of
possible labels whose size usually ranges from fifty to several hundred labels depending on the language.
Especially for new domains or under-resourced languages, there is usually not enough training data to
reliably learn all the subtle differences between a large set of labels. We thus propose to split the PoS
tagging task into two steps. A first high precision step, where we only assign a coarse-grained tag
which can be reliably learned also with rather limited training data, and which benefits from additional
unlabeled data in the form of clusters or embeddings. And a second step, where we apply specialized
tagging models that only have to choose from a much smaller set of possible labels.
Figure 1 gives an overview of our approach using, in the first step, a coarse-grained tagset (similar to
the universal tagset (Petrov et al., 2012)) and in the second step the fine-grained PTB tagset (Marcus et
al., 1993). In the figure, we can see how knowing the coarse-grained tag informs the second step. For
example, if we already know that beautiful is an adjective, we only have to choose between three possible
tags (JJ, JJR, or JJS) instead of 45 tags for the full PTB tagset.
Our approach requires that the coarse tagging in the first step is more accurate than using fine-grained
tagging itself, as we will loose some accuracy through error propagation between the steps. We will thus
first analyze how well coarse tagging can actually be done, and also focus on whether coarse-grained
models transfer better between different kinds of texts, as e.g. Ritter et al. (2011) shows that a finegrained tagger trained on newswire data doesn’t work well on social media.
Creating robust and accurate coarse-grained taggers is a worthwhile task on its own, as many NLP
applications actually do not require fine-grained distinctions. For example, the popular TextRank algorithm (Mihalcea and Tarau, 2004) for keyphrase extraction uses coarse grained PoS tags to build the
underlying co-occurrence graph, or Benikova and Biemann (2016) use coarse-grained tags to annotate
semantic relations between nominals.
Another advantage of our approach is that the second tagging step can be easily customized for specific needs, e.g. if a scholar wants to analyze the usage of a specific PoS tag. In this case, we can use
fine-grained models with additional features that are informative for this sub-problem, but might not be
helpful for the overall tagging task.
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Figure 1: PoS tagging in two steps: The first step assigns a coarse tag (main word class) of a word. The
second step determines the fine PoS tag based on the coarse PoS tag of the first step.
Related Work We are not aware of prior work using a similar approach. Some rule-based approaches
(Brill, 1992; Hepple, 2000) assign the most probable tag to each token and then use transformation rules
to correct the initial assignment. However, both steps use the same granularity and the initial assignment
only reflects the prior probability but is not usable in itself.
There is also relatively little research on coarse-grained tagging. Gimpel et al. (2011) developed a
tagger for Twitter data that uses a specialized coarse-grained tagset which is equivalent to our first step,
but they do not aim at refining these assignments further as we do in the second step. Most approaches
do fine-grained tagging first, and then map back to the universal set in order to make the different tagsets
compatible. For example, Horsmann et al. (2015) use a coarse tagset to evaluate PoS tagging models
using a set of corpora that are annotated with different fine-grained PoS tags.

2

Coarse-grained Tagging

The first thing we need for our approach is a robust and highly accurate coarse PoS tagging. For domains
or languages with little training data, accuracy is mainly limited by out-of-vocabulary tokens. In such
situations, it seems easier to first assign a highly generalizing model that can be learned from relatively
little training data instead of forcing the model to make an uninformed fine-grained decision. Thus, in
this section we explore how well coarse-grained tagging actually works.
For our experiments, we use corpora from different genres (News, Web, Chat, and Twitter) in order to
ensure that results are not bound to text properties only. Newswire text has a formal nature and contains
few language errors, as it is usually carefully edited. Text from the web is (on average) less formal containing informal expressions and orthographic errors. Chat conversations are highly informal and often
similar to spoken language, as the communication takes place between a smaller group of people with
many non-standard abbreviations and orthographic errors. Twitter contains highly diverse text, as the
platform is used for all kinds of purposes ranging from chat-like discussions to formal announcements.
As News corpus, we use 46k tokens of the Wall Street Journal (WSJ) (Marcus et al., 1993), for Web we
use 44k tokens from the GUM corpus (Zeldes, 2016) containing semi-formal text from various Wikiplatforms, as Chat corpus we use the NPS (Forsyth and Martell, 2007) chat corpus with 32k tokens, and
for Twitter we use the 15k tokens Twitter messages provided by Ritter et al. (2011).
For our purposes, we need to map the fine-grained tags in these corpora to an inventory of coarse
grained tags. We rely on the mappings provided by DKPro Core (Eckart de Castilho and Gurevych,
2014). We train our models using Conditional Random Fields (Lafferty et al., 2001) as implemented
in FlexTag (Zesch and Horsmann, 2016) which relies on the machine learning framework DKPro TC
(Daxenberger et al., 2014). As basic feature set which is common to all our models we use use ±2 tokens
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Table 1: Accuracy of fine tagging vs. coarse tagging. Marked values are statistically significant against
the fine-grained baseline (McNemar’s test, p < 0.05)
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Figure 2: Learning curves for ‘cleanest’ dataset vs. ‘noisiest’ dataset
as local context, the 1,000 most frequently occurring character 2-grams to 4-grams over all tokens, and
whether the target token contains capitalized characters, numeric values, or special characters.
Table 1 shows the results of 10-fold cross validation on each of the four corpora. We find that coarse
tagging outperforms fine tagging on all datasets (statistically significant, McNemar’s test, p < 0.05). As
expected, the size of the gain is connected to the type of corpus, ranging from 2.2 percent point on News
to 7.0 points on Twitter. The improvement can almost exclusively be attributed to intra-class errors of
the fine-grained model, i.e. our coarse model is differentiating between the coarse grained classes as well
as the fine-grained system, but isn’t forced to make an uninformed decision. In the next section, we will
investigate if this gives us enough head start to improve overall performance, but before that we further
investigate the properties of our coarse tagger.
2.1

Amount of required training data

A practical benefit of coarse tagging should be that the amount of required training data is considerably
lower than for fine tagging, as fewer labels should need less data to be learned. We thus adapted our
10-fold cross validation experiment to train on decreasing numbers of chunks, i.e. instead of training on
9 chunks and test on the remaining chunk, we train only on 8 and test on the 10th chunk, then train on 7
and test on the 10th chunk, and so on.
Figure 2 shows the results of this learning curve experiment on News (our ‘cleanest’ corpus) and
Twitter (the ‘noisiest’). For News, we see the expected behavior of a larger advantage of coarse tagging
for smaller amount of training data, while for Twitter the distance between coarse and fine tagging does
not change much. Note that we have much less data for Twitter than for News, so that we could still see
a similar behavior for Twitter if more annotated data was available.
2.2

Word class performance

So far, we have seen that coarse tagging yields in general higher accuracy than fine tagging, but it would
also be interesting to see which word classes benefit the most. The possible increase in performance
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Table 2: Coarse tagging results by coarse word class
is linked to at least two factors: (i) the size of the remaining fine-grained label set, and (ii) how well
the remaining labels can be separated. For example, the set of fine-grained labels for the noun class is
rather small (four tags: NN, NNS, NNP, NNPS) and the singular/plural noun decision is rather simple in
English. However, the remaining problem to differentiate between normal nouns and proper nouns is
far from trivial because the distinction is often not syntactically realized, but relies on world knowledge
and context. For example, I bought an apple. vs. I bought an Apple. can only be decided based on
capitalization, but especially in the social media datasets this signal is not very reliable. In contrast to
nouns, we do not expect adjectives to improve much, as comparative and superlative can be quite easily
distinguished from the base form of the adjective and from each other.
Table 2 shows the results per coarse-grained word class, where fine-grained results are mapped to the
corresponding coarse-grained value for evaluation. Again, for space reasons, we only show News and
Twitter as the most extreme representatives of our evaluation datasets. As expected, nouns and verbs are
responsible for most of the improvement, as they are the bigger classes and the difficult decision faced
in both classes are deferred to the second step.
2.3

Cross-domain performance

So far, we have conducted all our experiments in an in-domain setting, i.e. we train and test on the same
kind of data (although of course not on exactly the same data). Since for new domains there usually is no
training data in the first place, it is common to fall back on models trained on the more easily available
News corpora. In this section, we want to evaluate the difference between fine and coarse tagging in such
a setting. We will train on News enriched with additional training data and external resources in order to
create a competitive model. We then evaluate this enhanced News model on the remaining datasets Web,
Chat, and Twitter.
Fine Baseline Model In order to create a strong baseline, we augment our fine-grained tagger with
more training data and external knowledge. We use the same feature set as before and train the model
on the WSJ sections 0-21 and additional 250k tokens taken from the Switchboard corpus. We add
distributional knowledge in form of Brown clusters (Brown et al., 1992) that we trained on 100 million
tokens of English tweets crawled between 2011 and 2016. When we evaluate on the WSJ sections 22-24,
we achieve an accuracy of 96.4% which is on par with the state of the art for fine-grained tagging which
ranges from 96.5% (Brants, 2000) to 97.6% (Huang et al., 2015) according to the ACL wiki.1
Coarse Model Our coarse model is also trained on the WSJ section 0-21. An advantage of using coarse
tags is the availability of many annotated corpora that can be easily mapped to coarse tags regardless of
1

http://aclweb.org/aclwiki/index.php?title=POS Tagging (State of the art)
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Table 3: Accuracy of a fine trained and coarse trained model for tagging across domains. Marked values
are statistically significant against the baseline (McNemar’s test, p < 0.05)
the actually used fine tags. This immensely extends the pool of annotated training data that we can choose
from. We thus additionally add 250k tokens of the Switchboard corpus as well as a PoS dictionary feature
based on the three most frequent coarse tags of each word derived from the British National corpus
(Clear, 1993). Furthermore, we add additional annotated Twitter data (Owoputi et al., 2013) to inform
our classifier about phenomenons found in the social media domain. Please note that neither of these
extension is possible for the baseline model because the tagsets are not compatible on the fine-grained
level. However, we can use those resources for coarse grained tagging by mapping the fine tags to the
same coarse tagset.
Table 3 shows the results of tagging the Web, Chat, and Twitter datasets, while we exclude News as we
have been using it for training the models.2 We find that in this cross-domain setting, our coarse-grained
tagger significantly outperforms the fine-grained version for all three datasets. Especially the results on
the Chat dataset are informative, as the news-trained model can obviously not be transferred well to chat
data. In contrast, our coarse-grained version performs even better on Chat than on Twitter showing that
it generalizes well.

3

Fine-grained Tagging

As we have shown in the previous section, we can assign coarse tags with higher accuracy than fine tags.
This gives us the necessary head start for our second tagging step, as errors from the first stage will be
propagated into the second stage and cannot be corrected anymore. For example, if we wrongly assigned
the coarse tag N to a verb in the first step, we will in the second step apply the specialized classifier for
nouns that has no chance of assigning a verb tag.
We implement the fine tagging by using a dedicated model which assigns fine PoS tags belonging
to one coarse word class. For this step, we use a Support Vector Machine (Joachims, 1998) as implemented in Weka (Holmes et al., 1994), because this sub-task is not easily implemented as a sequence
classification task. We use the same feature set as before and train the second step models on the WSJ
considering only words belonging to the same coarse word class. Two coarse word classes (conjunction
and numbers) do not have further fine-grained specializations in the PTB tagset, i.e. they can be mapped
one-to-one to their fine PoS tag.
In order to assess the full potential of our approach, we will first ignore error propagation between the
two tagging stages. This means, we assume an oracle condition that assigns correct coarse-grained tags.
Afterwards, we will evaluate our full model with error propagation and check against the hypothetical
performance of the oracle.
We show the results of fine tagging under oracle condition in Table 4 in comparison to our fine baseline.
Marked values show statistically significant improvements against the baseline (McNemar’s test, p <
0.05). Under oracle condition our model performs significantly better on all our for evaluation corpora.
In the last row of Table 4, we show the results of our two-step approach, where errors made in the
coarse step are propagated to the fine-grained tagging. Our results are on par with the state-of-the-art
fine baseline for three out of four datasets, and are significantly better for the Chat corpus.
In order to better understand the influence of coarse errors, we simulate a certain level of error propa2
Dataset with additional tags not occurring in the training data pose special problems. We treat the few unknown tags as
always correct in order not to influence the relative difference between the fine and coarse setup too much.
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Table 4: Accuracy of fine-grained tagging using oracle coarse-grained tagging and two-step tagging.
Marked values are statistically significant against the baseline (McNemar’s test, p < 0.05)
gation by using an oracle that only returns the correct tag with a certain probability (uniformly sampled
over all tags). Figure 3 shows the resulting relationship between a certain level of coarse-grained accuracy and the resulting fine-grained accuracy. We see that both are in a similar linear relationship for
all datasets. Measuring the slope, we can approximate that a 1 percent point improvement in coarse
accuracy translates into an improvement between .8 and .9 percent points in fine-grained accuracy. The
accuracy of our two-step tagging is marked by a black dot. Its location is always on or very close to the
hypothetical performance of the oracle. We can thus conclude that our predictions are quite accurate and
better coarse performance will really lead to better fine performance. On Chat our approach performs
slightly better than predicted, which we take as an indicator that our error propagation experiment is a
rather conservative lower-bound for the impact of coarse tagging errors.

4

Tag-specific Optimization

While it is hard to optimize the tagging accuracy for a specific fine-grained tag using traditional taggers,
our approach offers a straightforward way to train a second stage model that is tailored towards such a
task. For example, a scholar might be only interested in finding past participle verbs (word class VBN in
the PTB tagset). However, they are easily confused with past tense verbs (word class VBD) due to their
identical word surface form as in the example below.
Mr. Smith was arrested/VBN and charged/VBN along with the others when he returned to
Namibia this month
A tagger is easily mislead to tag the second VBN (bold faced) as past tense verb rather than past participle, because the auxiliary is outside a narrowly defined ±2 context window. Note that the past tense
decision might even be correct in a very similar context like Mr. Smith was arrested/VBN and went/VBD
along anyway. So the tagger either needs to learn the compositional semantics of ‘charged along’ from
a large number of annotated examples or by using additional external knowledge. We thus argue that for
our specialized VBN classifier it is easier than in a global setting to utilize a wider context window and
use more lexical features.
If we wish to optimize the detection accuracy for VBN in our approach, we can ignore the performance
on the other tags. Thus, we transform the problem into a one vs. all classification, i.e. we further reduce
the decision complexity in the second tagging step to a binary decision between VBN and ¬VBN. In order
to avoid a class bias, we ensure a balanced distribution of both classes in the training data and train our
model again on the WSJ. We extend the feature set to provide additional hints for the classifier that one
of the words outside of the ±2 context window is an inflected form of have, be, or a modal verb.
Table 5 shows the results of our optimization experiment. We evaluated the accuracy of tagging only
the word class VBN. We report accuracy for the fine baseline and our two-step model in (i) standard
configuration and (ii) the VBN optimized version. The first thing to notice is that without optimization
our standard two-step model performs worse than the fine-grained baseline. However, our optimized
two-step model significantly outperforms the fine-grained baseline on all datasets. This shows that our
separation of the tagging process in two steps allows for an easy way of customizing a PoS tagger towards
specific needs by incorporating linguistically motivated features.
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Figure 3: Relationship between fine-grained accuracy and error-level of the coarse-grained tagging. The
horizontal dashed line shows the baseline performance and the black dot shows the accuracy of our
two-step PoS tagging.
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w
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Table 5: Results for detecting VBN with and without optimization. Marked values are statistically
significant against the fine-grained baseline (McNemar’s test, p < 0.05)

5

Conclusions

We introduce a new two-step PoS tagging approach, where first a coarse-grained tag is assigned with high
precision, and in a second step a specialized fine-grained classification with heavily reduced decision
complexity is applied. We show that the accuracy of coarse-grained tagging is significantly higher when
directly learning a coarse model compared with a fine-grained model. This especially holds in a crossdomain setting where coarse models generalize much better than fine models. As many NLP applications
rely on coarse-grained tags, this finding has a huge potential for practical improvements in downstream
tasks. If we evaluate the fine-grained accuracy, we find that our two-step approach performs on par
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with the classical single-step paradigm, except for the especially challenging chat messages where it is
significantly better. Using an oracle for coarse-grained tagging, we show that our approach has a huge
potential for improving the overall accuracy, as improving coarse-grained accuracy translates almost
directly into coarse-grained accuracy. In the common setting that a researcher is only interested in the
performance of a specific fine-grained tag, we show that our approach can be easily optimized and then
significantly outperforms the classical approach that does not improve even if the same optimizations are
used.
In future work, we aim to further improve coarse grained tagging, as our analysis shows that coarsegrained improvements nearly linearly translate into fine-grained improvements. We also aim at further
improving fine-grained tagging, as we see large potential for further specializing the feature sets used for
different word classes.
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